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Shooting on the move at any 
significant distance is difficult.

As a professional competitive shooter, I’m 
pretty comfortable shooting on the move 
to a 15-yard target and 18-20 is doable, 

given good circumstances such as a wide-open 
target and moving straight toward it as opposed 
to oblique or lateral. But most people are not high-
level competitive shooters and this is a skill I have 
practiced on a weekly basis for the last twenty 
years. Also, there are a wide range of conditions 

that can change, drastically reducing the distance 
at which I can accurately engage a target on the 
move. You have to accurately assess the variables 
and your abilities.

As a tactical trainer, I used to only teach 
shooting on the move within room distance. 
It’s just too difficult of a skill for a one or two 
day class when you’re trying to get the student 
to grasp the fundamentals to just continued next page
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hit consistently at 20 or 25 yards static. 
As a concealed carrier, it is a rare instance 
where I would purposefully engage a target 
on the move. I believe it is much smarter to 
stay at a covered or concealed position, or 
move to it and then engage if needed. 

If you are a military or law enforcement 
shooter doing CQB type stuff, it is not dif-
ficult to hit a man-sized target within room 
distance; about 15 feet or less. To those 
guys it is much more about tactics, flow, tar-
get ID and points of domination, generally 
not primarily marksmanship. 

The focus on active shooters has made 
clear the need for higher levels of shooting 
skills for all. Most agencies I am aware of 
expect the first responding officer to en-
ter in an active shooter scenario. It is not 
a well-trained, well-equipped SWAT Team. 
It may be a single officer, often without a 
rifle, entering an unknown area. He or she 
sure as heck can expect to be shooting on 
the move at distance in an environment 
congested with bystanders. This drastically 
changed the needed training and changed 
my philosophy on training students to 
shoot on the move. I often use law enforce-
ment in my examples simply because they 
are more likely to be involved in a shooting 
or gun fight than your average citizen, but 
the principles still apply to all of us. 

My wife began teaching grade school 
this year. It was quite a big career change 
for her, but she wanted to be able to spend 
more time with our young daughter. I 
visited the school to see her classroom and 
by that, I mean assess the security options 
for her. The school is broken up into 
long, narrow separate buildings by grade. 
Entering the double steel doors to her 
building is a hallway with classrooms on 

both sides and double steel doors out the 
far end. Maybe ten classrooms on each side, 
concrete block walls, wooden doors flush 
to the walls. Classroom doors are locked by 
school rule, which is great from a student 
protection standpoint. The distance of the 
hallway—75 yards! So I couldn’t help but 
think of a responding officer to an active 
shooter call entering the hallway, moving 
to the sound of gunfire. There is no cover, 
20 doors left and right that you can’t enter. 
I envisioned the active shooter popping 
out of a room half or three quarters the 
way down the hall and now you’re faced 
with an on-the-move shot at potentially 25 
or 30 yards or more. On-the-move shots 
at distance are not outside the realm of 
possibility. 

HOW TO DO IT
The smart-ass answer is you have to aim, but 
it is true. I teach different types of sight pic-
tures in my classes, but basically you need 
to see your sight on the target. You will not 
be able to point shoot or target focus shoot 
on the move to a target of any significant 
distance. Everything always comes back to 
the fundamentals of marksmanship—you 
gotta aim. You also have to execute a good 
trigger press, my other fundamental. 

Having said all that, what can we do to 
shoot on the move more effectively? It’s 
all about minimizing the bounce on the 
gun and sights. The way I describe it to 
students is, imagine you have a hot cup 
of coffee filled to the brim and you have 
to hurry across your wife’s favorite living 
room white carpet. How are you going 
to move? It is the same when shooting. 

Starting from the ground up: Walk a bit 
more heel toe, rolling the foot across the 
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Starting from the ground up: Walk a bit more heel toe, 
rolling the foot across the ground (think tank tread).
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ground (think tank tread). Shorten your gait 
and narrow your gait (similar to a balance 
beam). Bend your knees more than nor-
mal to get those shock absorbers working. 
Bend more than normal at the waist for the 
same reason. Lastly, I bring the gun just a bit 
tighter to my face, only maybe two inches, 
by sucking my shoulders back a touch in 
their sockets. This does two things. If you’re 
holding a heavy weight it’s obviously easier 
to hold it in closer to your body than with 
arms locked out, so this slight pull back 
helps to mitigate the bounce somewhat. 
Also it makes the notch of the rear sight 
perceptibly wider, just a bit, but if you are 
trying to keep the front sight floating in the 
notch as you should while shooting on the 
move, it is easier if the notch appears larger.

Our goal in all of this is to keep our sights 
on target. Generally speaking, I teach to 
keep hips and feet pointed in the direction 
of travel. This is the most efficient way to 
get where you are going. Allow your up-
per body to traverse like a tank turret as 
needed. You must also achieve the goal of 
keeping your sights on target, however, so 
you have to do what you have to do to ac-
complish that. If you get pretty lateral and/
or what we call “wrapped up” you will 
have to adjust your movement technique 
to stay on target. Many tactical trainers are 
wholeheartedly against a cross step, but I 
am not. I don’t view it as a big deal. You 
have done it a thousand times over your 
life without even realizing it. Walking is 
not the hard part in shooting on the move. 

Shooting accurately is. Do what you have 
to do to get where you are going, separate 
that from your fundamentals of marksman-
ship. The ability to watch your sights and 
work your trigger properly should not be 
affected by your ability to walk quickly in 
any direction. 

DRYFIRE DRILLS
Take an average plastic water bottle and 
drink a third of it. Put the cap back on 
and then turn it upside down and hold it 
in your hands by just the cap with a simu-
lated two hand firing grip. The bottom of 
the bottle will be pointed straight toward 
the sky. The now “top” third of the bottle 
will be empty. Now walk around. Forwards, 
backwards, lateral, cross step, shuffle steps, 
waltz, whatever. You are watching the wa-
ter level line as if it were your front sight. It 
will be very apparent how your movement 
technique affects the movement of the wa-
ter, just as it would affect the movement of 
your sights. Try the techniques I mentioned: 
shorten and narrow your gait … then don’t. 
Bend your knees, concentrate on walking 
heel to toe … then don’t. See how you can 
adjust your movement and the effect it has 
on the motion of the water, it will be pretty 
obvious. 

With an unloaded gun you can work 
shooting on the move in different direc-
tions. You can set up a box drill or you 
can use a single target in your garage, back 
yard or wherever is safe and won’t alarm 
the neighbors. If inside, you can use a re-

duced size target to simulate distance. Start 
by moving forward toward the target. “En-
gage” target with five or six rounds (trig-
ger presses). It is only you and Jesus in the 
room, so if you aren’t paying attention and 
doing it correctly you are just wasting your 
time. The purpose of this dryfire drill is to 
observe your sights and how they perform 
on the target. Is the front sight leaving the 
A zone? Leaving the target? The only way 
you’ll know is to watch it, same as we 
should be doing in live fire, but it’s much 
easier to learn to watch the sight without 
that pesky explosion going off in front of 
your face. 

Then you can work oblique, lateral, any 
direction. Even with a single target in your 
living room you can simply walk around 
the coffee table doing circles. The goal is to 
maintain the sight on the target and more 
importantly, observe its’ performance. As 
with the water bottle drill you will see you 
can modify your technique and it will af-
fect the performance of the sight on the 
target. 

LIVE FIRE DRILLS
My favorite live fire drill for shooting on 

the move is the box drill. Set up four boxes 
and three targets as depicted in the diagram. 
From this you can work any multitude of 
movement drills. Start with simple forward 
movement. Start in Box A at high ready. On 
signal, move forward to Box B and engage 
T1 with six rounds. This is a drill, it is not 
about how fast you can get there and it is 

SHOOTING ON THE MOVE

You will not be able to point shoot or target focus shoot on the move 
to a target of any significant distance. Everything always comes back 
to the fundamentals of marksmanship—you gotta aim. 

Shorten your gait and narrow your gait (similar to a balance beam). Bend your knees 
more than normal. Bend more than normal at the waist for the same reason. 
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not about how fast you can shoot. We are 
working shooting on the move for the sake 
of shooting on the move, so I like to try and 
“time” the shots out so I’m firing the sixth 
shot about the time I’m stepping into Box 
B. Pay attention to your sights. While this 
isn’t a bullseye drill, we are aiming for com-
bat accuracy, which for me is inside the C 
zone or better on a USPSA target, Down 1 
zone on an IDPA target. 

Next, work oblique. Starting in A, move 
to C while engaging T3 with six rounds. If 
that goes well, try the same movement, but 
engage T1. You’ll find that more difficult as 
you start to get “wrapped up”. For a right-
handed shooter, D and moving to B engag-
ing T3 will start to really get you wrapped 
up and you may have to begin a cross step. 
You’ll find it difficult to keep your hips and 
feet towards B at some point. 

Finally, move laterally. B to C then A to D. 
You will find T3 much easier than T1. You 
definitely need a cross step here, and may 
even have to resort to rearward movement. 
The other direction (C-B or A-D) will be 
even more challenging for a righty. This is 
all opposite if you are left-handed. 

Remember your fundamentals. The goal 
is to observe your sights in all of this. Once 
you are comfortable, you can add in target 
to target transitions. Same movement direc-
tions, but engage all three targets with two 
rounds each instead of a single target. This 
is a simple drill to set up with a multitude 
of ways you can use it. 

One likely shooting on the move sce-
nario for a citizen concealed carrier is 
breaking contact or a get off the X drill. At 
a gas pump, ATM or about to get in your 
truck, someone has gotten too close and 
circumstances arise that you have to go to 
the gun. I consider myself a better shooter 
than most, so I want to gain all the distance 
I can. I can envision moving rearward 
oblique while engaging said bad guy(s). A 
thought I learned from one of my students 
many years ago, assuming there is no cover 
nearby, I’m going to move to my left and 
rearward gaining distance. Why left? More 
people are right handed than left. Most 
people suck at shooting. The most com-
mon fault for a right handed shooter is 
what? That’s right, jerking the trigger left 
(their left), often times low as well. So if I 
moved to my right I’m moving into their 
fault. I thought it was an interesting point. 
While we need to be able to move to cover 

in any direction, as a general rule, my de-
fault is moving oblique rear and left when 
breaking contact. 

Make sure your training is safe, legal and 
effective. See you on the range.    3

BIO
Shannon Smith is a National Champion 
across multiple handgun disciplines, 
member of the US National Team, and 
a full time instructor/part owner of Uni-
versal Shooting Academy (www.Univer-
salShootingAcademy. com) in central 
Florida. He is also a veteran of the US 
Army’s 2nd Ranger Battalion. You may 
reach him through ShannonSmithShoot-
ing on the web, FB, YouTube and IG.

Take a 2/3 full plastic water 
bottle, turn it upside down and 
hold it in your hands by just 
the cap with a simulated two 
hand firing grip. Walk around 
and watch the water level line 
as if it were your front sight. It 
will be very apparent how your 
movement technique affects 
the movement of the water, 
just as it would affect the 
movement of your sights. 
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As a young guerrilla fighter, Kim Il Sung had a number of successes, 
but he ended up being run out of Korea by Japanese forces. 

Kim took refuge in Manchuria where 
he served under Chinese partisans 
who were also fighting Japanese col-

onization. Kim honed his warlord ways dur-
ing this time forcing peasants into the guer-
rilla movement, collecting protection money 
from farmers, taking hostages, blackmailing 
and murdering his way through the country-
side until the guerrilla war was lost and the 
remaining fighters fled. Kim ended up in the 
Soviet Union in 1939 where he was immedi-
ately arrested. 

Kim Il Sung was eventually allowed to join 
the Soviet army, but appeared unremarkable, 
and was allowed to return to Korea in Sep-
tember of 1945. After embracing Stalinism 
and eliminating key rivals, Kim was installed 
as the leader of North Korea in 1946. He was 
a Soviet lackey, but the communists worked 
to create a cult of personality around Kim 

with a reimagined, glorious past as they did 
on occasion for others around the world.

In contrast, No Kum Sok was born into an 
upper-class family. His father managed the 
railway lines that delivered construction ma-
terials to hydro plants for the Japanese owned 
Noguchi Corporation. No grew up respecting 
the Japanese, but wanting to go to America. 
When the communists came to power, he 
pretended to be highly enthusiastic about the 
new government that was running the coun-
try after Japan’s World War II defeat.

North Koreans were forced to register for 
a draft and Sok registered in 1947. With talk 
of war with South Korea rampant, No con-
sidered his options. He wanted to flee to the 
south, but he couldn’t get across the border 
so he decided to take the entrance exam for 
the naval academy under the mistaken belief 
that he’d miss the war due to lengthy training. 

No passed the entrance exam and invented a 
false history of loyal communism.

Having average grades in the hard sciences 
was acceptable as long as one excelled in So-
viet Communist Party history. No set himself 
to the task of memorizing long, dull passages 
from his Russian textbook and enthusiasti-
cally speaking about them during class.

The North Korean invasion of South Korea 
interrupted No’s naval training. No and his 
classmates sheltered in railroad tunnels to 
avoid American bombing and one day 100 ca-
dets were selected, apparently at random, for 
preliminary flight training testing. No was not 
one of these men, but he asked to participate, 
and did well. No went to flight school while 
his classmates went to the infantry and were 
killed in the coming years of combat.

Kim Il Sung received support from Sta-
lin and Mao for the war that he wanted. He 

BY BLAINE HARDEN  SUMMARY  BY JOHN STEVENSON
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

viewed himself as a great military leader and 
looked as though he would succeed for sev-
eral months after he ordered the invasion of 
South Korea, but his failure to listen to the 
warnings of his benefactors left him surprised 
when U.S. Marines landed at Inchon and tore 
through his army. Once the Marines landed 
and the U.S. Air Force began intense air at-
tacks, Kim’s armies were routed and driven 
relentlessly north. Eventually, Mao intervened 
with more than 260,000 Chinese troops and 
installed his general, Peng Dehuai, as the over-
all commander in North Korea. The Soviets 
contributed weapons including MiG-15 fight-
ers and instructors who eventually flew com-
bat missions on behalf of the overmatched, 
fledgling North Korean Air Force.

Kim was left humiliated. He was not con-
sulted anymore and he never forgot the dis-
dain with which he was treated by his allies. 
He harbored his bitterness until the time 
came where he could reassert himself. Dur-
ing the fall of 1950, No went to China for 
flight training. China was, “off limits” for U.S. 
forces. The U.S. feared another world war, so 
the North Koreans were able to base their air 
force over the border without fear.

No’s training continued through the au-
tumn of 1951. He had established himself as a 
loyal communist and a relatively skilled pilot, 
but all the while he was looking for a chance 
to defect. He hadn’t yet developed the skill 
or a plan that he judged would give him a 
chance of success so he bided his time until 
he could make a run for it. 

The training time was cut in half because 
Stalin was impatient to have North Koreans 
and Chinese pilots in combat. By the end of 
No’s training he had only fifty hours of fly-
ing time in a MIG and he’d never been taught 
how to fire the guns on his aircraft. He as-
sumed that would be taught later, but later 
never came.

No and his twenty-five class mates were 
ordered back across the border into North 
Korea in November 1951 to establish an air-
base. Kim Il Sung wanted to show that he 
was standing up to the American air superior-
ity that was laying waste to his country; the 
move was symbolic and reckless. The airbase 
lasted five weeks before it had to be moved 
back into China.

During this short assignment, No got his 
first taste of aerial combat. He realized just 
how overmatched he was. Their training 
was inferior to the Americans they were up 
against. Many of the Americans were veterans 

of World War II with extensive combat expe-
rience. No and his fellow North Korean pilots 
hadn’t even been issued G-suits.No worried 
about shooting down American pilots so 
he developed a strategy of spraying bullets 
across the sky while involved in dogfights. 
This allowed him to claim kills that he never 
got while returning to base with little or no 
ammo remaining in his plane. The strategy 
worked and allowed him to stay relatively 
safe while keeping up a heroic facade for his 
peers.

Just as adversaries today attempt to pro-
voke costly military commitments, both Mao 
and Stalin wanted to see the Korean War 
continue. The author states, “They viewed it 
as a useful device for humiliating the United 
States, weakening the Truman administration, 
gathering intelligence about America’s weap-
ons, killing its’ soldiers, and bleeding its’ trea-
sury while teaching Communist soldiers how 
to fight against a superpower.” 

Kim took the opportunity presented by 
his irrelevance to conduct internal purges 
to rid himself of political rivals and further 
consolidate his power. He also grasped the 
utility of using Stalinism in creating his own 
cult of personality within North Korea. Kim 
had buildings and monuments commissioned 
in his honor, he had more and bigger photo-
graphs of himself created, he had idealized 
life histories printed, and the party newspa-
per praised Kim incessantly.

In order to provide the people with a tan-
gible victory, Kim decided that he would use 
his MIGs to bomb the U.S. airbase at Kimpo. 
This was an opportunity for No’s undevel-
oped plan to defect. He was provided with 
excellent maps of the American airbase. 
These maps gave No vital information for his 
escape plan such as distance to the airport, 
time needed to reach it, headings, approach 
information and the amount of fuel that he’d 
need to make it. The attack was vetoed by 
Stalin and Mao, but not before No had memo-
rized all of the information that he had been 
given.

In March of 1953, Stalin died and the de-
sire to continue the Korean War diminished. 
It took several months, but an armistice was 
hammered out and signed in July. The armi-
stice brought a transfer notice for No, reas-
signing him to a North Korean air base only 
90 miles north of the 38th parallel. 

Kim Il Sung rushed to Moscow to solicit 
lucrative aid packages from the Soviet Union, 
China, and various other eastern bloc social-

ist countries. Kim used these funds to re-
build his nation, but as has repeatedly been 
the case under socialist and authoritarian 
regimes, Kim, brought on famine and misery 
for the regular citizens of his nation through 
central planning and the misassumption that 
his “experts” could forecast complex systems 
despite an absence of evidence of this ever 
having occurred or even being possible.

On Monday, September 21, 1953, No was 
scheduled for a routine flight out of his new 
air base. The weather was clear and beautiful 
for flying (he had never been trained to land 
in bad weather). No waited until he was air-
borne and over Pyongyang, where he could 
still turn north back to his base, before he 
committed to an irrevocable decision. He 
turned south and raced for Kimpo airbase.

When No arrived at the American airbase 
he expected that he’d have been spotted on 
radar and would be intercepted, but no one 
was aware of his presence. Everyone was 
shocked when a MIG touched down on the 
runway at Kimpo airfield. No was escorted to 
the base commander’s office at HQ where his 
debriefing began. It lasted for years and his 
“donation” of a fully combat ready MIG was 
of great interest to the U.S. military. The fa-
mous ace, Chuck Yeager, was sent to Okinawa 
to test it.

No had planned his escape and defection 
for five years and eight months. When he was 
finally able to execute his plan it took only 
a 17 minute flight to reach freedom. He be-
came a U.S. citizen and worked as an aero-
space engineer. No serves as an example of 
the lengths to which people will go to escape 
the clutches of authoritarian regimes while 
Kim Il Sung serves as our warning and re-
minder why it is far easier to safeguard indi-
vidual rights at the outset of a challenge rath-
er than hoping for reversal after they have 
been surrendered. Blaine Harden’s The Great 
Leader and the Fighter Pilot provides both 
examples and warnings to apply in our lives, 
as well as insights into contemporary North 
Korea.   3

BIO 
John Stevenson is a former police officer, 
U.S. Border Patrol agent and Federal Air 
Marshal.
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Krav Maga gained its notoriety as being the 
defensive tactics system of the Israeli Defense 
Forces (IDF). 

Imi Lichtenfeld was a martial artist and is 
credited with the creation of Krav Maga, 
which in Hebrew means “contact combat”. 

Today, if you were to go to ten different Krav 
Maga schools you would inevitably see ten 
completely different “systems” being taught 
and most of the influence coming from the 
instructor and his or her background prior 
to their involvement with Krav Maga. Many 
of these schools are teaching something that 
looks more like a cardio kickboxing class 
than it does a practical self-defense class. Krav 
Maga was supposed to be simple, efficient, ef-
fective techniques designed to counter com-
mon attacks. Today, it is incredibly challenging 

to find a reputable Krav Maga program, with 
an instructor who has the depth of knowl-
edge to teach techniques outside of the sys-
tem that fit the above-mentioned categories. 
Some are simply teaching techniques from a 
book you can purchase on Amazon. 

One of the things that originally attracted 
me to Krav Maga was that their curriculum 
included practical ways for dealing with an 
armed attacker. Specifically, I was attracted 
to their gun defenses as they seemed to be 
very practical and follow a set of principles 
that makes sense to me. Over the years I have 
modified certain techniques and entirely re-
moved others, but the principles of the gun 

defenses have remained the same. I am big 
on teaching from a principle-based perspec-
tive as I believe that students learn better this 
way as opposed to just throwing hundreds of 
techniques at them. 

If someone has presented a firearm, but 
hasn’t yet pulled the trigger, odds are that the 
person wants something from you. It could 
be something of monetary value or it could 
be something more serious like an attempted 
kidnapping, but if they haven’t pulled the 
trigger yet you have a little time to assess 
the situation and determine which solution 
makes the most sense. When assessing the 
situation, I am really thinking about three key 

UNARMED VS. PISTOL
BY ADAM SCHOLL

KRAVMAGA
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WEAPON.
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variables: buddies, weapons and options. I 
am considering how many bad guys the at-
tacker has with him or her (their buddies) as 
well as who I have with me (friends, assets, 
liabilities etc.). Do I have small children or 
elderly people with me who make running 
or attempting to escape quickly less viable? 
Do I see an option to deescalate the situation 
or remove myself entirely from the situation? 
Am I armed? These are all examples of just 
some of the questions I may ask myself dur-
ing this event. The answers to these questions 
will help me determine the best course of ac-
tion during this incredibly challenging time. 
Generally, if the attacker wants something of 
monetary value such as my cell phone or wal-
let, I suggest giving it to them. Fighting with 
someone armed with a lethal force weapon 
over a replaceable item is unwise. My line in 
the sand is when the attacker wants to move 
me or my loved ones to a secondary location. 
Statistically, the chances of survival are cut 
dramatically when you are moved from the 
initial location. Knowing this, I am far more 
likely to attempt a physical resolution (gun 

defense) should the attacker instruct me to 
get into a vehicle or take a walk around the 
corner with them. Launching your attack will 
be more difficult at distance, and a moment of 
distraction or preoccupation for the gunman 
may be to your advantage. Initiative can beat 
reaction.

Assuming we have assessed the situation 
and determined that it is time for a physical 
intervention, there are principles that any 
gun defense should follow. The first step in 
any gun defense should be to redirect the 
line of fire away from you and anyone else 
who may be with you. This usually means 
manipulating the firearm with one or both 
of your hands while simultaneously making 
your body move in a way that would create 
a smaller target for the attacker. Generally, we 
also want to take the weapon off our body in 
the shortest distance possible, without flag-
ging any more of our body (or anyone with 
us) than is necessary. If the gun was pointed 
directly at my face this means I can take it left, 
right or upwards without covering any more 
of my body. If the gun were pointed at my 

belly my options to redirect would be limited 
to left or right as moving it up or down would 
unnecessarily cover more of my body and not 
follow the principles of redirection (getting 
the weapon off of me and anyone else I care 
about quickly). 

Immediately after redirecting the weapon, 
I need to establish some level of control. For 
me, this usually involves trying to get two 
hands on the weapon so that I can begin to 
use leverage to remove the weapon from the 
attacker’s hands. Older Krav Maga techniques 
sometimes include redirecting with just one 
hand while striking with the other, but it has 
been my experience that those techniques 
do not hold up well when pressure tested. 
Getting two-hand positive control over the 
weapon allows me to ensure that I keep the 
line of fire off of me and my loved ones and 
allows me to use leverage to own as much of 
the weapon as possible. While there are many 
techniques to accomplish this, I simply like 
to think of grabbing all of the space that is 
available on the weapon, without covering 
the muzzle, in order to use leverage to take 

Redirect the line of fire away 
from you and anyone else 
who may be with you. 

Get two hands on the 
weapon to begin to use 

leverage and remove 
the weapon from the 

attacker’s hands. 
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it from the attacker. With a modern semi-au-
tomatic weapon this usually involves having 
one hand wrapped over the slide between 
the front sight and the ejection port, and the 
second hand behind the slide covering the 
rear sight. With larger, full size semi autos this 
position means that I have control over more 
of the weapon than the attacker who is left 
holding only the grip. 

I have redirected the line of fire and estab-
lished some level of control over the weapon, 
so now it is time to counter attack. Using 
whatever part of my body is available (head, 
knees, feet etc.) I need to violently attack my 
attacker. Stomping feet, kneeing to the pel-
vic girdle and or headbutting are generally 
some of my go to combatives. They provide 
immediate influence over the attacker and 
they “soften” him up so that I can earn the 
gun takeaway. I don’t generally advocate gun 
“takeaways” but rather encourage what I like 
to call “impact disarms”, simply meaning that I 
have hit the person enough to motivate them 
to release the weapon they are holding. It has 
been my experience that gun takeaways are 
unreliable and often fail under resistance or 
pressure. Impact disarms however are gener-
ally successful as they force the attacker to 

prioritize their own defense over holding on 
tight to the weapon. The last step in the Krav 
Maga gun defense principles is the takeaway.

Redirect, Control, Attack, Takeaway 
(“RCAT” for military personnel who love 
acronyms) are the principles of an effective 
gun defense. You can substitute techniques 
and still make it work, but it is my belief that 
all gun defense should follow these simple 
principles. It is also important to note that 
attempting a gun defense without adequate 
training is ill advised. The consequences of 
executing an improper defense are likely 
fatal. The other important thing to note is 
that techniques fail quite often. If you have 
a technique that you like, and you attempt 
to execute it in real time under real stress 
there is a good chance that it isn’t going 
to look exactly like you practiced it in the 
gym thousands of times. If you decide that 
a physical intervention is the best course of 
action, you need to act quickly and violently 
and continue your counter attack until the 
threat has been neutralized. Initiative beats 
reaction. Do not stop because you didn’t get 
a perfect grip or your first strike missed. Con-
tinue your attack until you have earned the 
opportunity to escape. 

I like to think of this response as flipping a 
switch. I flip the switch into a mode where I 
use a combination of extreme aggression, vio-
lence and sound principles to overwhelm the 
attacker. It’s important to remember that de-
fending is just that, and defense alone will not 
solve the problem. Fights are won by having a 
strong offense and attacking the attacker un-
til we’ve created a loss of consciousness or a 
loss of motivation. Most people are afraid to 
be violent enough, quickly enough. If you do 
decide to act, I implore you to use everything 
in your arsenal and attack with everything 
you’ve got.    3

BIO
Adam Scholl is a former law enforcement 
officer, and is owner/operator of Scholl 
Security Group (www.schollsecurity-
group.com) and a senior advisor for La-
Sorsa and Associates (www.lasorsa.com). 
Scholl was certified by John Whitman and 
the Krav Maga World Wide organization to 
teach Krav Maga. He earned a black belt 
in Krav Maga under Ernie Kirk, owner of 
Krav Maga Universal (KMU) and he teach-
es classes at the Renzo Gracie PA Academy 
(www.renzograciepa.com).

SEE QUICKER 
SHOOT QUICKER
Vision is a skill. It is a skill based on the 
use of six main muscle groups in and 
around your eyes and their interaction 
with your brain. Those muscles can be 
trained, and shooting is largely visual. The 
longer it takes you to see and identify a 
target, converge and diverge your focus 
back and forth between the target and 
your front sight, and get a clear focus on 
the tip of your front sight, the slower and/
or less accurate your shot will be. These 
exercises were designed specifically for 
improving your vision skills for shooting. 
www.ShootersVisionGym.com
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Across the nation, we experience major threats nearly every year: 
hurricanes, wildfires, flooding, droughts and other serious disasters. 

For these events, the nation has well-
established response processes where 
the federal government serves as a 

backstop for the robust efforts of individu-
als, businesses, communities and states. Even 
as severe weather increases, the nation has 
steadily improved its ability to respond to 
growing disasters and resulting outages—im-
proving planning and coordination, harden-
ing infrastructure and building strong mutual 
aid agreements. 

The risk posed by a catastrophic power 

outage, however, is not simply a bigger, stron-
ger storm. It is something that could paralyze 
entire regions, with grave implications for the 
nation’s economic and social well-being. The 
NIAC was tasked to examine the nation’s abil-
ity to withstand a catastrophic power outage 
of a magnitude beyond modern experience, 
exceeding prior events in severity, scale, dura-
tion and consequence. 

The NIAC was challenged to think beyond 
even our most severe power disruptions, 
imagining an outage that stretches beyond 

days and weeks to months or years, and af-
fects large swaths of the country. Unlike se-
vere weather disasters, a catastrophic power 
outage may occur with little or no notice and 
result from myriad types of scenarios: for ex-
ample, a sophisticated cyber-physical attack 
resulting in severe physical infrastructure 
damage; attacks timed to follow and exac-
erbate a major natural disaster; a large-scale 
wildfire, earthquake or geomagnetic event 
or a series of attacks or events over a short 
period of time that compound to create sig-

BY THE PRESIDENT’S NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE ADVISORY COUNCIL

Ed. Note: This article 
is composed of two 
excerpts from the official 
report of the same name.  
A catastrophic power 
outage could be caused 
by acts of war (such as 
EMP or cyber weapons) 
or by natural disasters.  

SURVIVING A CATASTROPHIC POWER OUTAGE
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nificant physical damage to our nation’s infra-
structure. An event of this severity may also 
be an act of war, requiring a simultaneous 
military response that further draws upon 
limited resources. 

For the purpose of this study, the NIAC 
focused not on the cause, but rather on the 
consequences, which are best categorized as 
severe, widespread and long-lasting. The type 
of event contemplated will include not only 
an extended loss of power, but also a cascad-
ing loss of other critical services—drinking 
water and wastewater, communications, fi-
nancial services, transportation, fuel, health-
care and others—which may slow recovery 
and impede re-energizing the grid. 

Most importantly, the scale of the event—
stretching across states and regions, affecting 
tens of millions of people—would exceed 
and exhaust mutual aid resources and capa-
bilities. The ability to share public and private 
resources across businesses and jurisdictions 
underpins our nation’s emergency response 
plans and strategies today. 

This profound threat requires a new na-
tional focus. The NIAC found that our existing 
plans, response resources and coordination 
strategies would be outmatched by an event 
of this severity. Significant action is needed to 
prepare for a catastrophic power outage that 
could last for weeks or months.

OVERVIEW OF THE 
2017 DISASTERS
In 2017, four near-sequential disasters—Hur-
ricane Harvey, Hurricane Irma, Hurricane Ma-
ria and the California wildfires—created an 
unprecedented demand for federal disaster 
response and recovery resources.235 It was 
the most active hurricane season since 2005 
and was the seventh most active season in 
historical record dating back to 1851.236 The 
2017 hurricanes and wildfires collectively af-
fected 47 million people—nearly 15 percent 
of the nation’s population.237 The cumulative 
to the U.S. was $306.2 billion, breaking the 
previous cost record of $214.8 billion from 
2005.238 Specifically, 2017 had 17 named 
storms, 10 of which became hurricanes in-
cluding six major hurricanes (Category 3, 4 or 
5); 239 the strongest Atlantic Ocean hurricane 
on record with winds peaking at 185 mph 
(Hurricane Irma); 71,499 wildfires; 240 and 
greater amount of DOD contracts and mis-
sion assignments for the response to the Cali-
fornia wildfires than the hurricane response 
in support of Texas and Florida combined. 241 

PUERTO RICO 
In September 2017, Hurricane Irma caused 
significant damage to Puerto Rico, leaving 
over a million residents without power. Be-
fore the island could move from response to 
recovery efforts, Hurricane Maria further de-
stroyed and caused widespread failure to the 
island’s power grid, resulting in the longest 
power restoration mission in U.S. history.242 
It is also the largest and longest federal re-
sponse to a domestic disaster, including being 
the longest air mission for FEMA, the largest 
medical response ever and the largest power 
restoration mission. 243 

In the immediate aftermath, more than 
80 percent of the island’s power lines were 
knocked down in the Category 4 winds—up-
rooting much of Puerto Rico’s infrastructure 
and leaving all 3.6 million residents without 
power and 90 percent of cell towers were 
out of service.244 Almost full power was re-
stored to the entire island 11 months after 

Hurricane Maria hit, with only small pockets 
of outages due to geography constraints or 
the need for new transmission lines.245

There were cascading second-, third-  and 
fourth-tier effects stemming from the loss of 
power. Water pumps shut off246 and water 
testing labs were affected, causing further de-
lays in accessing safe, potable water.247 Dam-
age to pharmaceutical manufacturing facili-
ties caused a shortage of saline IV bags across 
the United States. 248 With no way to keep 
money flowing, the Treasury Department 
sent $250,000 in cash to allow commerce to 
continue on the island.

Puerto Rican officials initially announced 
that 64 people died as a result of Hurricane 
Maria.249 A 2018 study reported that the es-
timate was much higher at 2,975 people.250 

2018 DISASTERS 
This year also brought a number of severe 
storms and disasters: 
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• The 2018 hurricane season was the most 
active recorded for Pacific Ocean storms 
with Hurricanes Lane, Rosa, Sergio and Willa. 

• Hurricane Florence had the second high-
est rainfall after Hurricane Harvey causing an 
estimated $13 billion in damages. 

• Hurricane Michael was the most pow-
erful storm to hit the Florida Panhandle on 
record. 

• The 2018 Camp Fire is the deadliest and 
most destructive fire in California history. As 
of November 26, 2018, it destroyed 18,000 
structures, burned 153,000 acres and killed 
85 people.

• The Mendocino Complex fire that began 
in July 2018, was the largest recorded fire in 
California burning 459,123 acres. 280 struc-
tures were destroyed, including 157 resi-
dences, killing a firefighter and injuring four 
others. 

Source: The Washington Post, Sept. 19; ABC 
13 Eyewitness News, November 19; ABC 11 
Eyewitness News, Sept. 26; USA Today, Oct. 23 

LESSONS LEARNED 
As discussed throughout the report, the fed-
eral government, SLTT [state, local, tribal, and 
territorial] governments, and utilities contin-
uously look for ways to improve emergency 
preparedness and response whether from ex-
ercises or actual events. This section includes 
insights gathered during interviews and from 
after-action reports. 

UTILITY LESSONS LEARNED
The 2017 hurricanes reinforced that there 
is no easy or one-size-fits-all solution. The 
NIAC learned that in most cases, mutual 
assistance continues to be an effective 
way for utilities to quickly and efficiently 
restore service; but this can be dependent 
on geography and company structures. The 
pre-positioning of resources and working 
closely with SLTT and federal partners also 
helps utilities respond more efficiently. Fi-
nally, investments in infrastructure harden-
ing and system modernization ahead of a 
disaster can help reduce the impact and/
or speed restoration. Other lessons learned, 
include: 

 • Fast and efficient restoration is depen-
dent on prior training, established mutual 
assistance agreements and investments in 
new technology. For example, before, during 
and after Hurricane Harvey, CenterPoint—
the energy utility covers a 5,000 square-mile 
service territory in the Houston metropoli-

tan area—mustered resources, created stag-
ing sites and transported, housed and fed 
the people needed for response and resto-
ration (approximately 3,500 resources).251 
Over the course of the five-day event more 
than one million customers lost power, but 
CenterPoint experienced only 200,000 peo-
ple without power at any one time. 

• The use of smart meters enabled con-
stant metering and outage tracking dur-
ing and after the storm. When crews were 
unable to go into the field after the storm, 
meters provided constant power updates 
enabling power utilities to accurately report 
to customers, the media, regulators and leg-
islators about outages and power restora-
tion in real-time, sometimes through social 
media. This type of response is dependent 
on working communications. 

• Investments in hardening before a di-
saster make a difference. For example, Flor-
ida Power and Light (FPL) spent billions to 
harden its infrastructure following the 2004 
hurricane season when it experienced four 
hurricanes in 44 days (Hurricanes Charley, 
Frances, Ivan and Jeanne).252 FPL worked 
with its regulators and conducted outreach 
with customers as part of the process. 

Hurricane Irma was a Category 4 storm, 
which was 1.5 times stronger than a previ-
ously devastating storm that caused an aver-
age of 8 days until power restoration. After 
Hurricane Irma, the average FPL customer 
in Florida had power back after five days, 
the fastest restoration of the largest amount 
of people by one utility in U.S. history. 253 For 
the service territory, every day customers 
are without power results in $1 billion of 
economic loss. For average customers there 
were three days less outages. Those three 
days saved $3 billion of economic loss.   3

IN ADDITION
If you would like to learn more about protect-
ing the grid visit www.SecureTheGrid.com. 
The President’s National Infrastructure Advi-
sory Council published the “Surviving a Cata-
strophic Power Outage” report in December, 
2018. The challenges described persist. The re-
port can be accessed in its’ entirety at: https://
www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publica-
tions/NIAC%20Catastrophic%20Power%20
Outage%20Study_508%20FINAL.pdf    
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FIELD 
HYGIENE
People often plan for dramatic medical emergencies, 
but overlook the most common. 

It is important to consider what to do 
with a bug bite or what type of plant did 
I just brush up against. The best ques-

tion is, “Do I have to be dirty all the time 
and simply accept the risks that come with 
that?” The short answer is no. Hunting, for-
aging, deploying to a foreign jungle; all of 
these situations ultimately expose the body 
to a number of pathogens that can wreak 
havoc on the body. Bacteria, fungi, parasites 
and protozoa (like worms just a bit weirder) 
are everywhere and while some are out to 

do more harm than good, some of them can 
actually help your own microbiome protect 
you.Trauma-based emergency medicine 
where the student learns to manage bleed-
ing and airway problems is in high demand 
and is valuable, but hygiene-based problems 
can take a larger toll and even reach epidem-
ic numbers in some cases. Teaching tourni-
quets is as easy as steps 1, 2 and 3, whereas 
camp hygiene and prolonged field care is an 
ongoing discipline. Forget about the jungles 
of the Amazon right now and just simply 

focus on a long hike through the Appala-
chian Trail unsupported. One of the most 
often overlooked answers to field hygiene 
is the simple act of space; space that allows 
for air flow which in turn cycles pathogens 
through at a better rate, not giving them time 
to multiply and amass against your body.On 
just about every deployment I have done 
there have been close living conditions that 
have almost always resulted in hygiene is-
sues varying from runny noses to unknown 
skin rashes. The simplest of answers is “air-

BY CHRIS CASSELL

CDC
PIXABAY - STOCKSNAP

Some infections, 
like the MRSA 
superbug that 

lives in our noses 
and can transfer 
onto our hands, 

is very hard to get 
rid of with modern 
medicine let alone 

eradicate with field 
medicine. 

STAPH
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ing out” your issues. Other times, there is 
a basis of medications and treatments that 
mimic the idea of prolonged field care and 
can be tedious and logistically not feasible in 
some cases. Survival can be as simple as stay-
ing ahead of the game. Separated, disbursed 
dining areas, bathing areas and bathroom fa-
cilities are necessary. Most guys do not shave 
while in harsh conditions and in some cases, 
this is actually a good idea because of cuts 
and abrasions that can be an open door to 
infections of varying types. Water will be the 
best way to curb hygiene problems in the 
camp.

If history serves as a lesson in hygiene, then 
our ancestors got it right by accident more 
often than they did on purpose. Romans used 
open air trenches, not because they had the 
idea of diseases, rather, they wanted the city 
to not smell like a toilet. The answer was to 
direct the waste away from the cities which 
also took with it the flies, rats and fleas that 
carried disease. This repeated incident of field 
hygiene did not actually get a scientific look 
until the last century. The idea of hygiene in 
the field really began being perfected around 
1900 with Nobel Prize Laureate Robert Koch 
and his tracking of communicable diseases 

such as Tuberculosis, 
Cholera and Anthrax. Un-
derstanding these highly 
contagious diseases and 
their transmission lead 
to improved troop con-
ditions and field hygiene.

Sanitation is usually the first thing that 
comes to mind, but the last thing prepared 
for. For most people urinating in the woods 
is not problematic, but this becomes an issue 
when longer duration living at the same site 
is needed. As a general rule, establishing an 
area for a latrine is best. A few rules to start 
are: downhill, downwind and about a good 
baseball throw away from camp, food or lodg-
ing at a minimum. 

SCRATCH HOLE 
This is the simplest method. While there is 
some science to the depth and width, most 
times those are made out of a matter of con-
venience:  
• Step 1. According to the U.S. Army manual, 

latrines are to be no closer than 300 feet 
from the dining area, 100 feet from the wa-
ter source and as a matter of convenience 
50 feet from campsite. Lastly, this spot is 
downstream, downhill, open aired and 
downwind (if possible). 

• Step 2. Using a tool dig a hole about one 
foot deep and wide enough to straddle. 
This is a one-time-use hole. I will discuss a 
multi-use option next. 

• Step 3. Once you are done using the hole, 

cover it up with the dirt. To help with a 
faster decomposition, throwing in leaves 
or other organic material will speed up the 
process.

STRADDLE TRENCH 
This is used in a more long-term setting. This 
method is also better for multiple person 
usage.
• Step 1. Use a shovel to dig a trench that 

is 2 feet deep, 1 foot wide and 4 feet long. 
• Step 2. All location and distances men-

tioned above should be applied.
• Step 3. Be sure to reinforce the edges 

where standing to prevent falling in!

URINE TUBES OR PITS 
These can be used to filter and contain a large 
quantity of urine. If a tube is handy, it can be 
used as an aiming point at the top.
• Step 1. Dig a hole approximately 3 feet 

deep and about 1 foot by 1 foot.
• Step 2. Look for riverbed gravel or sand. 

Fill the bottom of the pit with enough to 
come up half a foot.

• Step 3. Find larger stones to put on top. 
This will create a filtering process.

• Step 4. Most areas with flora and fauna 
have Mint leaves. Using a handful in the pit 
will help with the odor.

Sunlight cannot be overlooked. The radiation 
and drying effect can help with fungal infec-
tions and vitamin D activation, so a short “sun 
shower” can be beneficial if soap and water is 

WATER WELL

PIT LATRINE

This water 
well is in close 
proximity to 
the pit latrine, 
leading to 
groundwater 
pollution.

Washing clothes allows for soap to kill bacteria. 
You must properly separate latrines from drinking 
and cleaning areas to avoid contamination.

W
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unavailable or if ongoing dampness is an issue. 
This can be done for your clothing too.

Washing clothes allows for soap to kill bac-
teria and helps to preserve the fabrics. When 
dirt gets into clothes the microfibers can break 
down through abrasion and cause the fabric 
to tear sooner and more importantly, that very 
dirt harbors millions of bacteria that could 
cause problems. Luckily, a large number of bac-
teria can be killed through the application of 
soapy water and heat. 

When living in tight quarters with others, 
try to keep airflow maximized in order to cycle 
through airborne pathogens. Do not eat food 
in the living quarters as the introduction of 
pests can lead to disease very quickly. Think of 
the Plague. Hang out clothes and bedding in 
the sunlight when possible to help with bugs 
and lice. If bedding is very tight, consider a 
head-to-toe sleeping arrangement as that will 
reduce the spread of airborne disease. Keep-
ing clean is a daily task and depending on your 
activities should become a routine and a prior-
ity. Brushing teeth is a simple process that can 
go a long way. When considering hygiene, the 
teeth can be a hidden trouble. Brushing, rins-
ing with water and if possible, fluoride care are 
the simplest ways of keeping fungus and bac-
teria at bay. Even in modern day society there is 
a small percentage of the population who have 
dental issues simply because of not brushing 
and flossing regularly. There is a specific bacte-
rium that can grow on teeth and in gum lines 
that has also been known to travel to the heart 

muscle, causing heart problems and in some 
cases, heart attacks. Fungal infections known 
as Thrush, which is a fungal infection mostly 
seen in babies, can be a problem with lack of 
oral hygiene. Simply brushing each day with 
a fresh water rinse can keep these problems 
from creeping up. Depending on the type of 
environment, shaving is not recommended un-
less a steady supply of soap and fresh water are 
available due to the potential of infected micro 
cuts and dermabrasion it can cause.

Fingernails and hands are usually the best 
place to pay the most attention. As humans we 
use our hands for everything: writing, point-
ing, scratching, digging in dirt, picking at our 
nose and lastly, eating. After everything I just 
listed, specific attention needs to be paid to 
the cleanliness of our hands. Since the incep-
tion of antibiotics, bacteria have developed a 
rapid genetic mutation ability that can outpace 
the discovery of new antibiotics. This process 
has led to superbugs–Methicillin Resistant 
Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA). The best part 
is this particular bug lives in the nose of its hu-
man host and gets under fingernails and when 
scratching an old scab or break in the skin, this 
results in a MRSA infection that is very hard 
to get rid of with modern medicine let alone 
eradicate with field medicine. An ounce of pre-
vention is worth a pound of cure. Wash, rinse, 
repeat.

Carrying an individual hygiene kit can be 
important as well. At a minimum, each person 
should try to keep the following on hand:

• Soap
• Toothbrush / Tooth paste
• Signal mirror (shaving)
• Razor for shaving / grooming
• Baby wipes
• Medication
• Tylenol
• Motrin
• Neosporin (Triple antibiotic ointment)
• Band aids
• Dental floss
• Foot powder or a generalized powder for 

moisture control
Body lice are commonly found when op-

erating in austere environments. The down-
fall from not shaving or getting regular hair 
cuts can sometimes result in head lice or 
body lice. Keeping clean and washing regu-
larly may work sometimes, but once these 
parasites take hold, often times shaving is the 
only way to rid the louse of an environment 
to live. Once these spread, the bites will cre-
ate an itch that can cause open wounds from 
scratching and the amount of dirt and micro-
bial build up under the finger nails can cause 
open wounds to become infected quickly.

If you are able to plan in advance, try to 
do a medical surveillance of the area you 
are going to. This can offer a better prepared 
posture for packing. Some areas require your 
own water is packed in or in some cases, fil-
tered from a local source. Having water to 
drink is certainly different from water used 
to bathe or wash laundry and in some cases, 
you may have to boil all of your water to kill 
off bacteria and parasites. 

There are uncomplicated basics when 
faced with minimal life support. Water is 
certainly the key to everything to include 
food, cooking, bathing and washing clothes. 
Key factors to keeping away pathogens are 
simple. Boil drinking water for five minutes at 
a minimum. Wash as often as the water sup-
plies allow and keep hands and finger nails as 
clean as possible. In an austere environment, 
don’t let your health depend on luck and 
don’t let your guard down.   3
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Boil drinking water to remove pathogens.
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In the mid-19th century, Apaches 
fought invading Americans and 
Mexicans with a fury.

The Apaches knew they could not strategically win 
with force of arms against much better equipped 
and larger armies, so they resorted to guerrilla 

warfare to impede the settlement of the American South-
west. They spent much of their time on the run, and par-
ticipated in battle only on their own terms. They were 
able to do this because a specialized Apache reconnais-
sance/scout element watched local troop movements in 
order to allow the general Apache population to avoid 
them. 

The ironic thing about the Apache wars was not the 
number of battles fought, but the number of battles 
avoided. Knowing that they could not replace their own 
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fighters—like the armies of their enemies—
meant the Apache could only afford to attack 
when they maintained the element of surprise 
and had relative superiority at specific places 
and times. When they attacked, they stacked 
the deck in their own favor, to the degree that 
they risked very little. 

They stayed out of sight, even when pur-
sued. When they stopped for the night, for ex-
ample, they are known to have set up a camp, 
lit a fire, covered some tumble weeds with 
blankets and tied up a couple of old nags on 
some occasions to serve as decoys. Then they 
set up their real camp some distance away. 
Cavalry scouts, other Apache forced to serve, 
would direct the troops to the false camp, 
which they attacked. That provided the actual 
camp warning and time to escape. 

Another tactic used was for a small band 
to show themselves and entice the cavalry 
soldiers to give chase. The raiders would ride 
into a box canyon and the cavalry would 
charge in after them, confident that they had 
them trapped. As soon as they entered the 

canyon, hidden apache fired from the canyon 
walls and others sealed the canyon entrance, 
allowing for the massacre of soldiers in the 
canyon. 

In one such encounter, warriors whom 
Apache scout Victorio posted each side of the 
entrance and exit of the killing-ground, and 
others along the right slope opened fire on 
Mexican pursuers. The pursuers’ horses were 
the primary target of the first fusillade. Seeing 
an apparently obvious source of cover, the 
Mexicans ran to take shelter among a scatter 
of large boulders to their left. At that point the 
majority of the Apaches, who were waiting 
in concealment along the top of that slope, 
opened fire from above and behind them. The 
Mexicans were wiped out. Victorio anticipat-
ed that a search party would come looking for 
the first, but did not move off at once—the al-
most invariable Apache practice. In a remark-
able example of his leadership and authority 
over his followers, a successful double-stage 
ambush was planned and sprung by Victorio. 
In the first phase, the Chiricahuas were lying 

in wait on either side of a canyon for a party 
of about 14 Mexican irregulars from the vil-
lage of El Carrizal. Once the Mexicans had 
ridden into a canyon ambush Chiricahuas 
remained on the spot for 48 hours and were 
concealed when, on November 9, a second 
party of 20–30 riders from El Carrizal and 
the Samaniego ranch duly arrived—probably 
feeling secure in the knowledge that Apaches 
always withdrew immediately after a clash. 

The Mexicans gathered up the bodies of 
their relatives and neighbors and proceeded 
to dig a mass grave for them. The position of 
the corpses of men from this second party 
suggested that the Apaches waited until they 
were gathered in a compact group around 
the grave before springing the trap. Some 
of the survivors managed to ride out of the 
canyon and make good an escape, but oth-
ers were ridden down and killed. The total 
Mexican losses to this double ambush were 
reported as 33 men killed.

In the book, Life Among the Apaches, John 
C. Cremony said of his longtime foe: 

“THE SCOUT - APACHE”,  Edward S. Curtis. 1900s

“The Apaches were said to be able to travel as invisibly as a 
ghost and appear and disappear as silently as a shadow.”
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SCOUT TRAINING

The Apaches were said to be able to travel 
as invisibly as a ghost and appear and dis-
appear as silently as a shadow. 

They were also masters of camouflage. Cre-
mony said:

 An Apache can conceal his body amidst 
the green grass, behind brown shrubs, or 
gray rocks with so much address and judge-
ment, that any but the most experienced 
would pass him without detection.

In addition, Cremony was impressed by the 
reconnaissance skills of the Apache and said:

They will watch you for days, scanning 
your every movement, observing every act, 
taking note of your party and all its’ belong-
ings. Let no one assume that their assaults 
are made up on the spur of the moment ... 
Far from it. They are almost invariably the 
result of long watching - patient waiting - 
careful and rigorous observation and long 
counsel.

Apache scout training began at an early 
age. It included the core teachings necessary 
to build the skills described above, but also 
included conditioning:

This Apache... would have been trained 
from early boyhood not only to survive 
in the harsh natural environment, but to 
thrive in it, and to move across it with a 
speed, stealth and stamina far beyond those 
of the Mexican and American soldiers hunt-
ing him. He could run and climb for many 
miles between dawn and sunset in all 
weathers, finding water and wild food as he 
went, and during a forced march he might 
go without sleep for several days ….

It was not uncommon for a small group 
to travel three days without stopping, then 
spend two days in recuperation. Even mount-
ed troops could not match that speed. 

After studying these amazing warriors, I 
decided that what they accomplished was 
worthy of preservation. The skills have been 
preserved and are applicable to any guerrilla, 
counter-guerrilla or high-threat security oper-
ation today. What Cremony described are the 
core teachings of the onPoint Tactical Scout 
curriculum: movement, camouflage, aware-
ness reconnaissance and analysis.

ONPOINT SCOUT 
My introduction to these teachings came at 
the feet of Tom Brown Jr. After being intro-
duced to the concept, I began a lengthy study 
of Apache history. I have read dozens of ac-
counts of the Apache. I visited the reserva-
tions at White Mountain and San Carlos and 

had many conversations with Apache elders. 
I have practiced these skills for years myself, 
and I decided to add a Basic Scout class to the 
curriculum. 

The focus of the class was and remains 
movement (individual and small unit), cam-
ouflage, awareness, counter tracking, scout 
survival and anti-pursuit traps. The days are 
spent learning skills and the nights are spent 
applying and practicing them on simulated 
missions.

 We added a second class that focused 
on knowledge of terrain and expanded the 
awareness considerably. Additional skills 
were added over time to include use of op-
tics to expand awareness, small team dynam-
ics and movement. 

We next added a recon element to the 
curriculum. The Scout Recon class was born 
from the combination of Marine Force Recon 
experience with the small team aspects of 
the scout. Co-taught by an onPoint student 
who is also a retired Recon Marine, this class 
brings together modern and ancient tech-
niques in an interesting and powerful blend. 

That soon led to Jaeger Scout, a small unit 
tactics class that involves planning and con-
ducting an assault. Using the information gar-
nered from a recon, students plan and con-
duct hostage rescue depending primarily on 
the scout skills of stealth and invisibility.

One of the tactics utilized by the Apache 
was when attacked in a camp, to scatter in 
different directions and meet at a designated 
rally point. One of the delaying tactics was 
the use of booby traps that injured pursuers 
and encouraged future caution in movement 
and pursuit. We cover a number of the types 
of traps employed by the Apache. These are 
primitive traps that can be set quickly on 
one’s trail. 

Another important scout skill is to leave 
no easily discernible tracks or trace. This in-
cludes track erasure, track disguise (altering 
the tracks to look like the tracks of others), 

false aging (making the tracks appear much 
older than they are), and a host of other tech-
niques designed to make the scout invisible 
to pursuers.  

The Apache could blend into any environ-
ment and camouflage is an important skill. 
We look at primitive camouflage as well as 
modern digital camo. We test and try differ-
ent patterns and techniques to illustrate what 
works and what does not work. Students will 
learn to trust their camouflage and enjoy be-
ing close to a pursuer without that pursuer 
having any idea they are there. We also look 
at how the brain perceives things and how to 
trick the brain using “dead space”.

The most frequently asked question about 
the scout curriculum is, “Why?” What possible 
use are skills such as this in an age of modern 
electronic warfare. Aside from providing con-
text for historical understanding, right now, 
practical application is primarily for those 
engaged in counter-insurgency operations 
overseas and specialized intelligence and law 
enforcement assignments. These skills have 
been used in action in the Global War on Ter-
ror. However, most students are civilians ei-
ther with interest in history or with concerns 
about the future.

Anything from a currency collapse to a 
long-term power outage can change things 
dramatically. Are there natural or man-made 
events that could cause a breakdown of soci-
ety where the rule of law is lost? How would 
you protect your family and friends; by bar-
ricading yourself in a compound and hoping 
to weather the storm? I plan to use the scout 
skills of old and new to actively patrol and 
identify the presence of those who may wish 
to do me harm, and I intend to do it without 
their knowledge. That is the scout way. I am 
frequently called paranoid and I am OK with 
that moniker. I am also a student of history 
and a student of cyclical human behavior pat-
terns within civilizations.   3

BIO 
Kevin Reeve is the founder and Director of 
OnPoint Tactical Tracking School (www.
onpointtactical.com). Kevin has provided 
training to law enforcement, SAR teams 
and the U.S. military in the arts of tracking, 
survival, escape and evasion and urban op-
erations. Kevin also worked at Apple Com-
puter for five years doing organizational 
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well as platform training and curriculum 
development.
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Whether you are facing an AK-47 wielding jihadist, facing the challenges of providing 
for your family or looking for the courage to speak an unpopular truth, there are times 
when each of us can use a little inspiration. Sometimes it helps to put your challenges in 
perspective. Sometimes it’s encouraging to see how selfless human beings can be. This 
account is taken from multiple open source reports.

P R O F I L E S  O F  COURAGE

The bullet-riddled lifeless body of tour 
guide Fiacre Gbédji was found in the 
Benin Pendjari National Park on May 

4, 2019. French tourists, Laurent Lassimouil-
las and Patrick Picque were missing. Signals 
intelligence operators and other technical 
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance 
capabilities indicated that the kidnappers 
travelled to Burkina Faso. Intelligence officers 
believed that the kidnappers were enroute 
to Mali to turn the hostages over to another 
regional Islamic insurgent group. Like many 
such groups, the two have alternately dem-
onstrated competition and cooperation with 
each other in support of what they called 
“jihad” (“warfare to establish the religion” ac-
cording to Umdat Al-Salik, a Classic Manual 
of Islamic Sacred Law).

On the night of May 9, the kidnappers once 
again camped in the bush in primitive shel-
ters next to their vehicles. This was believed 
to be their last night before crossing the bor-
der. A blacked-out American MQ-9 Reaper or-

bited silently overhead 
as helicopters inserted 
a French special oper-
ations team from Com-
mando Hubert in the 
distance. 

In north Burkina Faso, near Gorom-Gorom, 
Petty Officer Cédric de Pierrepont scanned 
left and right through the hazy tint of his 
night vision goggles and led his element on 
foot through the arid scrub without speaking. 
The encampment contained multiple people; 
some were known to be terrorists; some 
were known to be hostages and some were 
unknowns. Shortly before midnight, the team 
deployed abreast for actions-on-the-objective 
and approached the four shelters. 

Once the assaulters closed to within 10 
meters, reports indicate that a sentry detect-
ed their presence and the team immediately 
killed him. Despite having the capability of 
leading with fire, the team entered the four 
structures nearly simultaneously, holding fire 

to safeguard the hostages and unknowns. Fire 
was exchanged inside two of the shelters. 

An American woman, a South Korean and 
the two known French hostages were recov-
ered alive. Cédric de Pierrepont and Alain 
Bertoncello were killed entering two sepa-
rate shelters rescuing them. Four kidnappers 
were shot to death and two fled as the team 
secured the hostages, provided security and 
prepared their casualties for transport. 

Hostage rescue and active shooter tactics 
require responders to value the lives of hos-
tages above their own and accept risk accord-
ingly. Not all soldiers and law enforcement 
officers are capable of doing this, but that is 
exactly what Cédric de Pierrepont and Alain 
Bertoncello did.   3

CÉDRIC 
de PIERREPONT
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